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In order to obtain accurate structural data on the sulfate ion with the shape of regular
tetrahedron, the crystal structure of the mineral sulfohalite, of Type H5s, has been refined by the
method of least squares involving 11 variable parameters with use of a two-dimensional set of data
obtained at IO-I5"C through a multiple-film, integration Weissenberg technique. A round rod
0.1 mm thick and with a [101] axis was bathed in an x-ray beam from a eu target with or without
a Ni filter. Visually measured intensities of 61 independent reflections, inclusive of ones unobserved
and ones falling in the K~ region, were used with corrections for absorption, extinction, and disper
sion. The resulting structural data: (I) as regards the sulfate ion 5"-'0"-" • =0.47± 15, leading
roughly to S2+0-., and the radius, d s- o sina, of a circle lying around the 5-0 bond in case of rest
where the torsionally oscillating 0 haunts amounts to 0.15 A, where angle a=6.0±1.1 " and distance
d s- o= 1.474±9 A; (2) as regards the crystal lattice, Space Group Ohs-Fm3m; a= 1O.068±3 Aat
I2·s± I."C (or 10.071 ±3, 25°-estd.); BNa = 1.6± I, Bel = J.5±2, BF = 1.1 ±3, Bs=O.9±2, Bo=
1.3±3, in A'; x Na =0.2232±5, xo=0.1655±5. Note that Residual l:IJooFI /l:IFol =5 %, as
against its "experimental" analogue L IoFol /2: IFol =3 %, where oFo means an experimental error.

1. Structural Study of the Radical Ion

The steady progress of our method and technique of structural research
through x-rays has now reached a state under which we can not only analyse
a material even with such a complicated structure as protein but also accu
rately and minutely determine various properties of a material with simple
structure. This state of matters allows us possible to perform the studyl)
of lattice-energy calculation on such ionic crystals containing radicals as
NH4Cl, Ba804 , and Na6ClF(804)2, where closer study needs precise and detailed
structural data regarding a given radical in particular, namely, the size and
shape of it and the distribution of electric charge within it. At the advice
of Prof. T. Watanabe and Prof. M. L. Huggins, this study of refining the crys
tal structure of a sulfate by the modern technique was taken up in order to
supply the needs.

With respect to the radical ion 804
2- the crystal of sulfohalite, Na6ClF

(804)2, is quite suitable for the purpose intended, and was chosen as the fit
research material for this structural determination. The primary reason for
the suitability is that the sulfate radical and the atoms around it fit together
so neatly as to form in a tetrahedral network whose site or local symmetry
at Atom 8 or Radical 80/- and lattice symmetry, respectively, are regularly
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tetrahedral (Td -43m) ... . .. (of the Laue symmetry Oh-l~3m),. thus the
radical shaping into its highest possible symme~ry indeed-a situatIOn rarely
'~ccurring among moderately simple sulfates at ordinary temperatures. Some.
••.. the secondary reasons are that the number of parameters of atomic position
or ofelectrovalency is as f~w as 1each within·the radical and 1 or 3 without
it, respectively, and that the atoms other than 0, whose parameters are chiefly
aimed to be determill~~, are neither very "heavy" nor numerous in kind.

The electroval~llcyof,or partial:charge on, an atom of a radical is still
at present difficult~?determineine';eryway,·miore than geometrical prop
erties of it. Yet, itishighlydesirableto try getting even a rough estimate
of the charge as well as a precise estima.te of the size, particularly in the case·
where a radical displaysitsrrlost symmetrical shape despite its lying not
isolated but arrested; so that. suchatrial as this study had been hoped for by
the chemist public. The purpose of this brief note is to give notice chiefly
of the results of this attempt to chemists longing to receive information of
such data early, but merely subordinately of the experimental proceduf'Ji: '

< __ ··.~h··.;V ,.-. ,

'"'\,

2. Experimental Procedure of si~ucturalAnalysis

2.1) The past and the present works. - The crystal structure of th~ min-;
eral sulfohalite2

-
6

) is a unique one and is assigned a Strukturbericht symbol·
1I5s•

4
) The refinement of the str~cture could'be accomplished through a

regularr?utine of J'!l?~er.nx ..r.ay analysis,*l except for a few novelties worthy'
of particular mentioIl,'a'ild 'so its prdcerlure will now be outlined just briefly,·
the Ineaning of the symbols being often left u~~xI>l~ined.

2. 2) Cell dimension. - The lattice parameter, a, was measured by com
parison with a standard sample of powdered NaCI, not only by Taylor arid
Sinclair's or Nelson and Riley's method of extrapolation7

) but also by a method
of observing back-reflection patterns.

2. 3) Intracellular structure. - The structure has been refined by the
method of least squares involving 11 parameters to be adjusted with use of a
two-dimensional set of data obtained at 10-15°C through a quadruple-film,
integration Weissenberg technique. A round rod 101±3,um thick.and with a
[101J axis was bathed in an x-ray beam from a Cu target with or without a
Ni filter. Visually measured intensities of 61 independent reflections, inclu
sive of 8 ones too faint to be observable and 11 ones falling in the CuKj3
region, were used with correctionsS) for absorption,9) secondary extinction/OJ
and dispersiony,12)

The data on relative observed structure factor, Fe' (= Fe/ s), and its rel-

*' The main experiment was performed during Dec. 195'7-Apr. 1958 in T. Watanabe's and 1. Nilta's
laboratory, Fac. Sci., Osaka Univ., with active support of Drs. K. Sakurai, K. Tomila, K. T,ulsumi,
tI al. In other periods the study was made in the Hiroshima Universily, where I sometimes received
help from Drs. E. Hirahara and S. Kuwabara, and it essentially finished in July 1965.
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evantquahtities, on which the subsequent treatment was based are shown in. . ,
Table 1, only partially for brevity. An ordinary weighting schemet3) was
followed out, with w=(r2=(iJFo')-2; Hamilton's scheme14) was adopted in treat
ing unobserved reflections.

Table I. Data on Fo' and its relevant quantities.

No.a) h' k' 1'1)) h k lei Nd) 10'1 Fe' I 10'1 oFo' I loFoIIIFol')

I 2 I 0 I I I 3 981 12 0.012
2 0 2 0 020 4 1102 19 17
3 4 0 0 202 8 3339 79 21
4 2 3 0 1 3 I II 1841 28 15

9 6 3 0 3 3 3 27 4693 120 26
10 25O 1 5 I 27 1377 19 11
II 800 404 32 5258 121 23
12 820 424 36 (88< 150 46 .523)

50 16 6 0 868 164 301 16 53
51 18 3 ° 939 171 370 98 .265
52 1011 0 511 5 171 (103<180 54 .521)
53 213 ° I 13 1 171 (103<180 54 .521)

59 16 8 ° 888 192 1243 63 51
60 014 0 014 0 196 (73 < 130 38 .521)
61 20 0 0 10 010 200 1246 25 20
62 20 2 0 10210 204} These fell outside a film,
63 .~ 414 ° 214 2 204 though O~80. 96' <90' .

a) Th~ ';eflections from No. 51 on fell in the K{3 region.
b) A tetragonal description with the c-axis chosen parallel to the cubic [101] zone axis.
c) The ordinary cubic description. Generally:

2h=h'-I', k=k', and 2/=h'+I';
or h' =h+l, k'=k, and 1'=-h+l.

Here, specifically, l' =0 and h= I.
d) N =h'+k'+I'=2h'+k'.
e) Tbe data in parentheses are concerned with the unobserved faint reflections. 'lFo' is a partial

experimental error, but the total one may perhaps, on an average, about twice as large as that in
absolute magnitude.

,II.

The'U kinds of parameters to be adjusted were:
(1-5) I~otropic Debye factors for the five elements located each at five kinds

of eq~ixalent sites, BF, Bei> Bs, BNa , & Bo;
(6, 7) Af~~ic-positional parameters of Na and 0, XNa & Xo (or u & v)j

(8) 8c~!~'factor, s (=1/1);
(9) Pa~~meter of extinction, g;

(10) Half,!1ng1e of oscillation of an 8-0 bond, ao;
(11) Plitameter of electrovalency on atoms forming 804

2
-, CS&o.

correction formula to) for the secondary extinction

[Ficorr.)/Fo'SJ2= Ucorr.)/I o's2= 1/(1-2gel o's2),

"~gelg= P28(effective)= 2(1 +cos4 20)A*'(20)/(1 +cos2 20j2A*'(O),
.,'~..;
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was assumed to hold for the incorporated primary and secondary extinction;
A*' (=dA*/d,lL) which was estimated for our case of circular cylinder9L) pro~

duced values: 0.8 < {328 $1.7, instead of unity, a: constant independent of 6
according to the old untrue correction fornn~la. "

In adopting data on atomic scattering factor/5-1
7) the formal ionic valency

was assumed, except for the radical-forming atoms; thus, Na+5Cl-P-(8Be-2.
02e-4)2.*2 As regards Atoms 8 and 0, additional'data1B,19) were referred to
also, and a more minute treatment20

,21) was given in the following way,*3
The atomic scattering factor for 8's+ was formul~ted as20),

,~.

/(8'5+)= 2/s(ls)+2/5(25)+ 6/5(2p)+2/sC3:)-t-C6- z5)!s(3p),

/(3s)~J(3p);

and that for 0'0- was as20,21)

/(0'0-) = 2/0 (ls)+ 2/0 (25)+ t(3+ zo)/0(2p)

- t(1+ZO)[f" 0(2p)cos2e+j.l;(2p)~in2eJ,
~'

where such a bonding model for 804
2

- shown in'Pig. 1 was assumed that con
tained Atom 0 in an activatedstate' '

f

and hence with a quite aspherical charge distribution; ,Values for both the
factors were computed and then so modified by adjustment as to fit the known
more reliable data,15,15,IB.22)'- " '

d.··.~-----..p.

1! hands

.........~===~

Zi,)

Fig. l. Bonding model for 50;-. [8'8+0'0-.1':-,
where zs-4zo=-2, and -Zs or Zo is the
number of electrons in excess over that for the
neutral atom S or 0, resp.

The atomic scattering factor for Atom 0 oscillating torsionally around
an 8-0 bond was formulated as23)*4"

'2 A trial 10 let each of the five valencies vary freely resulted in' '~<differe~ce of a half or more
electron units between the input and the output valency value.

'3 In this respect I obtained aid from the late Dr. Y. Tomile On Oct. 12, 1959.
'4 The 3rd formula of Ref. 23 applied to the case of a (circumference of) circle, for which (), =(), +2lt',

was used-though the 1st formula, to lead to a circular disc, could be used instead.
'1: ,'.:,:." ,,,,.,",
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2fa exp (- BoD)L.iCos(21l'v'~i)-Jo(8~1l'v"7Ji),

, ~i=2h+k, 2h-k',k, &k;7Jj=h+k, h-k, (3h2+k2)~, & (3h2+k2)~;

for i=l, 2, 3, & 4; respectively; D~=lj2dhkh=N~/2a=l-lsin(J,

v'-v+(1':"" cosa)lIo, ;"v"" vOsina, vO =i-v;
- "\ ,':). e_:' , __ : l _ _~__. -: " i,. .~:

JoCy) being the Bessel function Of the 1st kind of the Oth order. - Cf. Fig. 2.

Q
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n

Fig, 2, Geometry of the torsional oscillation of 0 atom about an S-O bond.
d.

.A"tdal'to take into accgurit the tetragonal anisotropy in Na's thermal
moti~Ii'failed because we had in oir'hand just a single, equatorial, Weissenberg

'!", , . '_",', ". . . ~< {<;Ii .,_

photograph..
~-,"- / ~

,. i" , 3. ' Restiltiitg Da't~and Comments on Them
!., \~:; t. 'r.f v'

The chief resJlts ofan~lysisa~earranged in Table 2.
" -,", .1~
.' ....~,f ""

;, Table 2. ,Si;';'ctur~l 'data on sulfobaIite, N..CJF(SO,)" at 10-15 'c., -. ',' ,:-'

,.''". -A. Data on the sulfate radical.
. S's+0'0:,;'%s~2(4~-I), %0=2<, <=0.47±15.
.. (half angle of t8rsional oscillation) =6. 0±1.1 '.

, d(S-O)= i. 474±9A.

"B. Data on the crystal lattice.

O,'-Fm3m (S. G. No. 225);:Z=4 chern. units/cell, a (12. s± I. 'C)=IO. 068±3A

[a(25 'C)= 10.071 ±'3A, half the expansivity value of NaCI being assumed.] .

." Atomic position Debye factor
F.C.+ B,/A',i;"

4F- in (a) (000) I.l±3
4Cl- in (b) (ttt) I.5±2
as's+ In (c) ±(Ht) O.9±2

UNa+(in (e) ±(uOO)n 1.6±1
320'0- in (f) ±(vvv), ±(vvv)n \. 3±3

,i; u=O.2232±5""i, v=0.1655±5",d-.

C. Residual (Discrepancy index).

R=}:IFo-Fel f}:1 Fol =5%.
Compare: R(exp·)=}:loFolf}:IFol =3~.,
where of means an experimental error.

°
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A few comments will now be added to them.'
A) Comments on the radical,-Theprobable range for the state of.

electrovalency here estimated experimentally is shown in Fig. 3 as a single-o

line segment about State SI.76+00.94-4near the Lewis electronic stat(;l24') S2+0-4.
Another plausible range for it expected theoretically from Pauling's electro
neutrality principle24bl is added there as a double~iine segment about State
SOO~-4. Pauling's quantitative treatment25)bas~d on this principle, in com·
bination with Huggins's data26)on electronegativity, ever allowed US

27) to limit
the latter range into a narrower one extending about a state shown there as

,~". , .. '. 0

Mark +. Pauling's more advanced study,24c), referring to a value 1.49 A for
ds- o, led to another state with zs=0.29 marked by x there; but a checking and
slightly modified study of mine28) based on his24c) resulted in a state with
zs=0.45 (or 0.64, due to Ref. 26), and,further, in some state in a range 0.16
< Zs< 2.56 (between Marks [& ] there) if other data concerning the relation24d)
between partial ionic character of bonds29,3~) ~nd electronegativity difference
between atoms24,,26) were taken also into' acco~~t.~ A recent· review3l) notes
five data marked there by o. It is to be noted; ill this connection, that the

valencyst3.teof this, sort must,by
f" " :'.,,"

nature, largely depend on the condi-
tion and situation under which the
ra.dical,is put and hence be delicately. ,

.' variable or changeable. Let us note,
further, that our assumption of the
bon.ding model (Fig. 1) is satisfied
with the result that zo<1. Thus

.our experimental conclusion should
be considered, after all, to conf6rm
to the theo.~etical and other experi
mental ones essentially.

Numerical data on the thermal
motion picturi~,ed in Fig. 2 are: theFig. 3. Electrovalency state within the quite

symmetrical (43m) 50;- in sulfohalite. radius of circle, ,v"a' = d sin a= 0.15 ±
(The symbols are explained in § 3A.) 3A; the appare~tcontraction in bond

• length, (v' -v)a''i- (l-cosa)d = 0.008

±2 A.-Compare these data with those on the Irl.eari2square amplitude of
isotropic lattice vibration of Atom 0, Ux2~O' &c. =(B~/8ir2)Z=O.12+3A as well
as on the uncertainty in bond length, rJds_o= + 0.009 A: N. B. The radius of
circular disc,*4 2- ~v"a' = 0.11 ± 2 A. a' = 3'}a.

As for the bond length, see Table 3. Cf., e. g., two collections32, 33) of quite
precise data on distorted sulfate radicals and the like.

B) Comments on the lattice.-The known data on the crystal lattice are
collected and compared in Table 3. N. B. t=1/s=0.92±3, 105 g=2.8+6.
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Table 3. The known data on ds- o• a, XNa> or Xo'

Sakamoto Status . 2232 . 1655
(\2. 5 'c) 1965 ::':5 ±5

C~. Ref. 32 0965), on various hydrated sulfates.-

corrected by Y. S.,)

Source

Watanabe')

Pabst')

"

Pabst, et al.')

Watanabe
& Shion05} h)

Dat~

1934

1934

1963

I 952?

.225

.226

.222

Xo

. 165

.164

. 163

a/A ds_o/A

10.17 I. 49,

10.10 I. 50,
±l

10.05, I. 49,
±1

10. 065 [I. 49,J

10.062 I. 51,
±I

10.068 I. 474
±3 ±9

Individual d: I. 473- I. 496
±1 ±2

Average d: L 479- I. 486
±I ±2

a).CombinationofPabst's'} data 10.08 [kXJ for a and 0.D01248 for (sinO)')(h'+k'+I') [=(t')a)'J
leads to A(MoKii)=O.7122kX=0.7136A, in contrast to the datum 0.71069A due to ITXRC, Vol. 3
(1962), Tab. 2.2.4.

b) 'R~sidual, R= 1?7 %. Ex~erimental specifications: cylinder with a [DOIJ.axis, Cu radiation,
3-dimensiomil dat'a in the section x = y, visual comparison with an intensity scale, method of the
Fourier synthesis. ,

J

'C) Comments on reliabiliy. - Since the magnitudes of total error involv
ing every possible systematic error are likely to be, on an average, about twice
those of partial errorhere allotted to I8Fo I, the actual value to be expected
for R(exp.) might be a little larger one, perhaps 4 %. The fact that R has
reached a value of 5 %, which is close to and slightly larger than this value,
seems to be satisfactory. Another criterion of reliability, other than R, may
he the quantity "JoJj8Fo I, denoted as 8F , which should be expected for a

." .', c

proper structural,model not too much to exceed unity if 8Fo were rightly the
) .,..c·' .f," "'~' ~'-"'"

!otal"error of experim!3nt. In fact it amounts to 6.1, 5.5,5.4, 4,9, 4'7, 4.4, 4.4, 4,0'
4.Q, 3:9 , 3'4, 3,3, 3.2;3.2,3.2; and 46 values less than 3,2, and on an average to ca.

2, i. e:, 'L,ih/m 'l.9s, where the number of observations, m, is 61. A second
weig~ting scheme wa~lbtried with w(2nd)= w(lst)(L;8F/mY/6F

2= (1.9s/ jo.F')2

for tnose 23 reflections"of which 8F >2.0; the data presented in Table 2 are
those resulting primarily from the first, ordinary weighting scheme (cf. § 2.
3, par. 2) which ~fterwards have been modified but slightly on consideration
of th~elosely ag~eeing'iesults (with R by 0.0009 less, but aF =6.7, 7.4, 6,0' 4'8'
4.s, 4'4,4'2,4,3,3:6;5'4, 4;d, 2'5, 4'0, 3.s, 2'6, "', resp., and r;8F /m=1.9s) from the
second scheme. The ,value for the criterion, similar to mine, proposed by
~using and Lev~3c)is ['L,(6F )2/(m-n)]}=2.73 or 1.60 (as against its expecta
~i!on value of unitJT) f?r the 1st or the 2nd weighting scheme, respectively,
where[6F.(mine)J'2=~;(theirs),m=61, and n(the number of parameters) = 11.
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